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2. THE FMH GENERATION cOMPUTEa PROJEcT. corporate leaders strive to increase profit-

JAPAN S FIFTH GENERATION to the Fifth Genera- ability and net capital assets in quarterly, or
COMPUTER PROJECT tioOurco uter P eet took place nearly at best, two-year time frames. This is what

Mr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, much two years ago when one of our scientists we demand of them as directors and as

public attention has been given to brought back from Japan the first formal stockholders, and this is what the Govern-

Japan's premier technology initiative, project plan. Our first reaction was resent. ment silently endorses with its regulations

the fifth generation computer project. ew at 
e 6t ot e se re pr J- The 

stax oof the Fifth Generation Com-

This project commits the resources of 
ects of our own Laboratory and of our sister, puter Project as a rallying force within

government, Industry, and universities the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Japan, and a perceived eccnomic threat out-

to the development of an advanced Dominant among these projects were the side, is undoubtedly rooted in the spectacu-

generation of computers with the ca- dataflow multiprocessor architectures of lar and tangible achievements of that coun-

pability of giving Japan supremacy in Professor Jack B. Dennis and the cognitive try during the last thirty years. These

on t 
empetit n to develop informa.- structuresco 

t ing owe r w th h con- t udi u 
mare att i ut to t

I ld like to h h 1 sequences of these early reactions, I would characteristics of the Japanese people. As a
wou s are wit my co - 

like to summarize for you the Fifth Genera- result of this realization, several U.S. pro-

leagues an article written by Prof. M. posals have been advanced calling for initi-

L. Dertouzos of the Massachusetts In- tion Computer Project. Structurally, this ation in one way or another of these admi-

stitute of Technology which provides e plo ng undre later th u rable traits; for example by radically chang-

an excellent account of What the fifth sands of processors; (2) inference mecha- ing our educational system and our manage-

generation computer project means to nisms capable of deriving higher-level con- ment approaches. While there are undoubt-

the United States. As importantly cepts from lower-level ones; and (3) struc- edly many ways in which we could improve

Professor Dertouzos outlines a frame d knowledvge bad 
sof e u ys h J an bel e that crea explo

work for responding to the challenge which in turn, reside on top of a VLSI hard- tation of our own technical, social and eco-

the fifth generation project repre- ware base. nomic system is preferable to blind imita-

sents. I urge all of my colleagues to Functionally, the Fifth Generation proj. tion of theirs!

give his ideas careful consideration; ect has set the impressive goals of achieving s. PREREQUISITEs OF oUR REsPONsE

The article follows: (1) machine translation; (2) speech and In order to be successful, I believe that
PROFITABLE LONG-RANGE INDUsTRIAL RE- image understanding; (3) the construction our response should recognize the following

sEARcH; A RESPONsE TO THE JAPANEsE of expert systems; and (4) applied problem assumptions:
FIFTH OENERATION COMPUTER CHALI,ENGE 

solving. 3.I It must work well within our own free

(By Prof. M. L. Dertouzos) 
Enveloping these structural and function- enterprise system: Indeed, it must take ad-

al characters1tics is a collection of societal vantage of the competitive and profit
1. INTRODUcTION gnd national goals which include: (I) in- threads that make up our economic, politi-

The familiar signs of a crisis in progress . creased productivity; (2) international com- cal and social fabric. This assumption means
are once again upon us. Editorials, articles, petition; (3) saving energy and other re- that centralized research, government con-
TV specials, conferences, and corridor dis- sources; (4) coping with an,increasingly aged trolled cooperation, or the sharing of com-
cussions bombard us with the newest Japa- Japanese society. Overall cohesiveness is .

nese challenge-the Fifth Generation Com- achieved by the project's title, which sug- 
petitive secrets are not appropriate re-

puter Project. Slated to consume upward of gesta a generically new system. Finally, na- 
sponses.

$300 million, this industry university coop- tional unity if realized by the traditional Ÿ:2 It must be a * U.S. positive' rather that

erative effort has a very ambitious goal: To Japanese cooperation among six participant a Japan negative' approach. Thus, trying

convert in only one decade an amalgam of companies and by the worthy objective of to stop the Japanese is not a feasible alter-

very-long-range research projects into so- achieving technological and economic su- native. In particular, realization of the re-

cially beneficial products and services that premacy in the computer field. cently evolving trend to close our basic tech-

will give Japan world supremacy in the in. Earlier comments nothwithstanding, the nology doors and keep our own advances

formation field. Fifth Generation Computer Project can not from others can only lead to trouble! This is

Among the many challenges that have be simply characterize<Las a copy of promis- so because the uniqueness and the tradi-

come from Japan,this is a singularly impor- ing U.S. and European research. The pro- tions of the U.S. in all of its endeavors are

tant one because it strives to gain control of fect has been thoughtfully and creatively deeply rooted in the free enterprise of prod-

the Information Revolution, a movement integrated, and is likley to lead to research ucts, services and ideas. It is furthermore

which in analogy to its industrial predeces- approaches and results that will be original impractical because of the growing presence

sor promises to radically change our way of and uniquely Japanese. Furthermore, even of multi-national corporations that diffuse

life,dominate our economy and have signifi- if it does not achieve the precise objectives national boundaries. To be sure, corporate

cant geo-political representations. that have been set forth (a likely situation), secrets and technological applications that

For Japan, this development is as natural it will undoubtedly create and educate a are vital to our national security must con-

as it is inevitable. It matches their techno- large number of specialists in Artificial In- tinue to be protected. But the rising propos-

logical orientation and lack of natural re- telligence, multiprocessor architecture, and als to arrest the export of basic science and

sources with a technologically intensive re- related fields. technology, e.g. by restricting research pub-

source that all can possess and no one can Our initial anger at this plan quickly gave lications and the educational activities of

deplace-information! Por the U.S. this de- way to a different anger which, mixed with foreign students may have in the long run a

velopment is critical, for it strikes at the frustration, was directed at our own indus- negative effect on our overall national inter-

heart of our technological leadership. In try! The realization of this not-so-subtle est, precisely because such practices run

blunt terms, it forces us to ask whether we transformation became clear to us when we counter to our basic principles.

would like to see ten years from now our confronted our Japanese colleagues, includ- 3.3 It must strive to improve our produc-

computer industry in the same shape as ing the leadership of the Fifth Generation tivity, i.e. to increase the quality and reli-

today's Detroit. Information processing and Project, with the inevitable question "Why ability of our products, at reduced costs,

communications is, in my opinion, the most in the world did you copy us?" Two answers The Japanese have already demonstrated

important area of prospective U.S. techno- were given: "You are research leaders. We that our preconceptions to the contrary are

economic leadership. If we loose our lead in follow!" and "You are interested in theoreti- simply wrong! Namely, increased quality

this area, we will suffer serious if not grave cal and prototypical results. We want to and reliability can be achieved concurrently

economic consequences. In short, we cannot make real products and applications!" In with lower product costs.

Ignore the Japanese challenge. We must re- their simplicity and directness these an- 3.4 It must focus on long-term, high-tech-

spond! swers confirmed the well-known purpose of nology research and development. Informa-

Like every challenge, the Japanese assault University research as the free pursuit and tion-related high technology has always

on our informational dominance, if properly dissemination of ideas, and the natural con- been our strength. In the past, it was also

met, can lead to a valuable opportunity. sequence that when these ideas are good, accompanied by a considerable time lead,

Thus, in contemplating our response, we they ought to be reduced to industrial prao- primarily because of the absence of any seri-

should not simply strive to preserve but tice. ous international competition. Now, howev-

rather to enhance our own techno-economic It was through this chain of events and er, that this time lead is shrinking,we must

position-a feasible prospect in light of the thoughts that the Japanese Plan led us to consciously strive to lengthen it.

10-year warning period that accompanies focus our attention on our own industrial These assumptions lead us quite naturally

this challenge. Morecever, in doing so we complex-a system, that with few excep- to the following conclusion: Our response

shall have to reconsider, with some creativ- tions, is currently incapable of pursuing should strive to improve our productivity

ity, our traditional practices. In what fol. ideas with a very-long-term gestation period, and to make very-long-range U.S. industrial

lows, I would like to examine some of the The reasons for this uniform corporate be- research attractive and effective within our

steps that we might take, in this spirit and havior rest, of course, on the nature and dy- free enterprise system.

toward such a goal. namics of our free enterprise system: Our



bly become sparser for any given project as
4. TOWARD A REsPONSE individual breakthroughs are achieved and

The particular response that is the focus reduction to practice approaches. The con-
of this conference seems to fit the above sortium would also help in the communica-
prescription in several ways. I will not dis- tion process among the companies, thereby
cuss it here, however, since that is our pur- providing the equivalent of an antitrust
pose during this entire meeting. shield. In this capacity, the consortium

At the outset I must also admit that I could also be used to search for or coordi-
have no concrete ideas on the first part of nate other inter-company approaches that
our response, namely on how to improve our may evolve beyond or in lieu of this ap-

productivity. This is, I hope, excusable and proach. Finally,the incentives for the con-
understandable since product quality, reli- sortium would be the potential realization
ability and cost are not normally pursued in of its ideas and the funding received for
the University. This knowledge and experi- their identification and early research.

ence, however, does reside among you-the cONcLUsION

representatives of our leading corporations. A response to the Japanese challenge is a
You must accordingly be the principal ar- necessity and even an opportunity for the
chitects of our response in this area. The healthy development and growth of U.S. Ih-

only suggestion I can make is that this formation Technology. To be successful, our
meeting be viewed as a first step in a con- response must rest upon and indeed amplify
tinuing dialogue,which will hopefully yield the fundamental forces behind our own
some tangible results. Perhaps what is in social and techno-economic heritage. It is in
order here is an inter-company consortium this spirit that I have made my remarks and
whose principal purpose is to continue that I join you in today's continuing discus-
active discussion and search for such an ap- sion.
proach. More concretely, I would like to
hope that if nothing else were to come out
of this conference, you would at least agree
to set up such a group and discuss, on an
inter-company basis, the problem of improv-
ing our productivity.

Proceeding now with the second part of
our response I would like to raise for discus-
sion an approach that is aimed at making
very long range U.S. industrial research at-

tractive and effective with our free enter-
prise system. This approach can be viewed
as complementary to the main theme of this
conference, or indeed to other approaches
that we may wish to pursue. It is based on
the following two ingredients:

4.1 Substantial short-term credits are
made available by the government against
long-term profits, to companies that pursue
long-term research projects, e.g. with a
product or se171ce payoff 5-15 years in the
future.

4.2 A consortium of leading non-profit re-

search institutions identifies promising
long-term- research projects, serves as a
clearing house to reduce duplication of
effort, and acts as a communications
medium for the participating corporations.

Let us now look at how U.S. corporations,
the government and the above consortium
would contribute to lengthening the time
span of industrial research. First, corpora-
tions would have at least three interrelated
incentives for pursuh1g long-term research:
(1) an increase of current profits through
reduced taxation, (2) the immediate benefits
of unplanned research fallout which invari-
ably accompany long-range research, and
(3) the potential long-term benefits of the
research itself.

The Government would experience a
short-term deficit in funding the above tax
credits,but would recover it in the long-run
from the long-term corporate profits that
would result from such research. Corre-
spondingly-long-term government bonds or
other instruments could be used to finance
these credits, and the entire cycle could be
further tuned to absorb the financial risks
associated with long term research. Besides
these financial considerations, the Govern-
ment would also have the added incentive of
discharging its obligations to the people by
improving the long-term basis of our corpo-
rate infrastructure.

The consortium of leading non-profit in-

stitutions would do what its members do
best, i.e. the identification of novel high-risk

research ideas. These ideas, in turn, would
be made available to the participating com-
panies on a select-as-you-wish basis. Thus,a
company could choose to pursue long-range
research on ideas generated either by its
own people or by the consortium-in either
case, under that company's own control.
Furthermore, before making this choice,
such a company would also know from the
consortium's records the number and the
names of other companies which are pursu-
ing various specific ideas. In this way, a
company might choose to attack a project
either because no one else is pursuing it, or
conversely because it cannot afford not to
compete with the companies that have
chosen it. The information shared through
the consortium would be controlled by the
participating companies, and would inevita-


